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15:20 - 15:30  Introduction and Status Update (Chairs)

- Agenda bash, Note Well, notetakers and jabber scribes, etc.
- WG status since IETF84 in Vancouver
- Action items, milestone dates, etc.

15:30 - 15:55  Discussion of requirements draft (Paul Jones)

draft-ietf-insipid-session-id-reqts-02.txt

- Changes since IETF84 in Vancouver
- Dealing with transfer requirement (chairs to lead this)
- Other open issues?
- Ready for WGLC?
15:55 - 17:15  Review and discussion of proposed draft-jones-insipid-session-id-01.txt

- Summary of changes since -00 version (Paul)
- Backwards compatibility update in latest version (Christer)
- Review and Discussion of session id call flows (Paul)
- Ready to adopt text as WG doc? (Chairs)

17:15 - 17:20  Wrap-up (Chairs)

- Next steps, action items, etc.
- Are more virtual interims needed?
Status Update

• **Milestone:** Session-ID Requirements & Use Cases Draft
  - Discussion has stalled due to charter scope questions
  - Deadline missed, updated milestone date updated to December 2012
  - Are we ready for WGLC?

• **Milestone:** Session-ID Solution Draft
  - Still haven’t adopted WG draft text
  - Will be looking to make a call for adoption shortly after this meeting
  - Is the current proposal a candidate for adoption?
  - Deadline missed, updated milestone date updated to February 2013

• Should virtual interim meetings continue in order to progress the work according to the newly proposed schedule?